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Start with part A first, take the roof of every house off and separate the
lighting part as shown
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Install the lighting part with red plate (beware of the direction)
Then flip over and install the 2 clear lighting plates

Remove the parts as shown and replace the lighting yellow part with the round
plate, then install the black lighting part underneath the yellow round
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Put the roof back on top



Install the lighting part with tan plate (beware of the direction)
Then flip over and install the 2 clear lighting plates

Remove the parts as shown and replace the lighting yellow part with the round
plate, then install the black lighting part underneath the yellow round
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Put the roof back on top and you can connect the cable with the previous house



Install the lighting part with green plate (beware of the direction)
Then flip over and install the 2 clear lighting plates

Remove the parts as shown then install the black lighting part underneath the
yellow round
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Put the roof back on top and connect the cables together



For part B, first of all remove the green plates and the fires on right hand side

Install the fire lighting parts
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Remove some 1x2 clear plates on the river and replace with the lighting parts
(Beware of the cables when plugging other 1x2’s back)



After that put the green plates back

The light next to the connector is for this side
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Part C is for the lights in the red circle, remove all the black round plates at the bottom
before installing



The lighting part with longest cable will be for this side

The rest 2 lighting parts will be for these
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Before the next step, better double check are all three connectors are located as shown
(If seperated too far it’s tough to connect with the USB cable)

Take this lighting part and assemble in the first floor
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For Part D, it can be installed by your own mind. You can choose to install green lights
or orange lights, the position for the lights etc. Here’s a typical way, I use green lights for
green leaves and orange lights for yellow leaves. And I’ll divide 3 lights for each branch

For the very top branches, use the lighting parts with 12 plates



Install the lights on the branches and put on the main branch

The 2nd layer with 4 branches, use the lighting part with 12 plates
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The 3rd layer, use the lighting part with 9 plates
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Then install the branches

Install the branches and connect the wires of all 3 layers, then leave the longest cable out



To make it better looking you can hide the connectors behind the house as shown
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Connect all 4 connectors with the USB cable


